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INTRODUCTION
The aim of FCREATIVITIES project is to improve the teachers’ abilities to
generate a creative education, leading to the creation of students who are able
to think, analyze and solve daily problems. We will develop new artistic skills
and competencies through the incorporation of new proposals, spaces,
methodologies, and resources that will increase the students’ ability, creativity
and the skills for innovation. These activities will be used with 10 to 12 years
old students, promoting their motivation and creativity. The activities will be
composed for six workshops which will contain the different activities that we
will elaborate with our students.
With the artistic creativity promotion we will improve the artistic capacity of our
students and the ability to express their desires, emotions and fears. With a
boost in artistic creativity, children will create their own ‘’products’’. This type of
artistic expression will support the development intelligence in students. Artistic
creativity will take place through different categories of workshops: workshop for
the development of visual expression; workshop for the development of verbal
expression and workshop for the development of body expression.
The workshops for visual, verbal and body expression will be the following
ones: dreams collage; one colour, one feeling; experimenting with
different graphic and artistic techniques (colour pencils, crayons, felt-tips,
cardboards, paintings…); collaborative drawings through a sub-real game
of exquisite corpses; we are poets; express emotions with the body.
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Artistic activity will be boosted through creativity, self-discovery and
emotions. That will lead students to express their desires.
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Title of the workshop

Sleeping bears

Description and artistic values in everyday life
The idea of this project is to use the recently popular face masks, protecting us from
Covid 19 for something creative and art. Many of them go to waste and pollute the
environment.

Aims
1.

Development of creativity

2.

Developing the imagination

3 Think about recycling and a cleaner planet

Steps we must follow

1. The first step is to cut a white rubber band in half on the mask with scissors
2. Then glue the mask in the center of an A4 sheet.
3. The colored part of the mask is the blanket.
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The elastic that remained intact forms something like a circle - this will be the

We fold the other two halves of the elastic in semicircles to form the paws of the
bear, which have passed under the blanket.
4. Now we have to draw the snout, the nose and the sleeping eyes of the bear, the
ears, the paws, pillow, bed and sheets.
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5 .Finally, we need to color everything as we wish
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Materials needed
A4 sheet
Face mask
scissors
glue
pencils, colored pencils, markers
eraser

Tips
In order to carry out the workshop successfully the following tips are shared:

 Please make sure that the notes/instructions are complete
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 Please make sure you choose the best time & place for inspiration
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